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INTRODUCTION 

One of the main goals of high energy heavy ion physics is to establish the existence 
of a decohed  phase of nuclear matter - the quark-gluon plasma - at high tempera- 
tures or densities. One possible signature of such a phase transition, especially if it were 
first order, would be a larger source size or lifetime than a similar hadronic system. At 
current AGS energies, we attempt to form a quark-gluon plasma by achieving a high 
baryon density for a period of time in the center of the collision regionIl1. For a given 
density threshold, the size of this high density region should be a strong function of 
the impact parameter: the more central the event, the larger the high density region. 
Therefore, one possible signature of a quark-gluon plasma would be a sudden change 
in system lifetime or 'size as a function of the centrality of the collision. 

In this talk we present an intriguing effect which was not predicted for simple 
hadronic systems: a rapid increase of the HBT-measured source radius prtrameter for 
pion pairs with increasing centrality for Au-Au collisions at a beam momentum of 
11.45 A GeV/c on a fixed target. Experience has shown, however, that we must be 
cautious in our interpretation. A complete understanding of the collision dynamics at 
a given energy must be built up from several measurements and new, but conventional, 
hadronic explanations must be considered for such unexpected effects. More study is 
needed, therefore, before any strong conclusions can be reached. 

. 

HBT "SOURCE SIZE" MEASUREMENT 

Two-pion correlation functions for bosons, called Hanbury-Brown Twiss (HBT) 
or Bose-Einstein correlations, provide information about the length and time scales 
which characterize the pion source. In the simplest cases, we can directly relate the 
correlation function to the fourier transform of the source distribution and therefore 
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the r m s  geometric size and lifetime of the source. In practice, this simple interpretation 
is complicated by two effects: d y n d c a l  correlations and the mixing of space and time. 

Dynamical correlations are correlations between the spacetime position of pion 
emission and the pion momentum. These lead to effective "coherence lengths": emis- 
sion points that are too far apart spatially cannot easily generate pairs which are close 
in momentum, making the measured.source size parameter smaller than the geomet- 
ric source size. HBT correlations measure the shortest length scales available, not 
necessady the geometric length scale in which we are interested. Some progress haa 
been made in studying the effect of dynamical correlations both and 
e~perimentally[~~ 4], but we wi l l  ignore them for the purposes of this talk. Since we are 
interested in radius changes rather than absolute sizes, and since dynamical correlations 
wil l  tend to wash out any interesting geometric effect rather than cause a centrality 
dependence, we are probably justified in ignoring them for now. 

The mixing of space and time occurs because most of the HBT "Bource size" fit 
parameters which we can measure involve a mixture of the space and time length scales 
in the reference frame of interest: the collision center-of-mass frame. In general, this 
means that the "source duration of emission" fit parameter, T, is hard to extract. In 
some fit forms, this manifests itself as a poor phase-space coverage of the correlation 
function in the T direction. In others, it manifests itself as T being the difference, in 
quadrature, between large numbers. 

Even in the presence of these complications, we should be able to extract useful 
information. The one-dimensional variable Q k 7 ,  defined as d m ,  is conjugate 
to a quantity R h 7  which has a well understood mixture of space and time scales: 
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R2 + r2 (@& cos2 8 )  
1 + (& cos2 8 )  

/ R 2  T 2 ,  

where R is the gaussian-equivalent radius parameter, T i o  the gaussian-equivalent emis- 
sion duration, & is the pair velocity given by (& +&)/(El  + EZ), and 8 is the angle 
between tj'= & - 5 and &. In our spectrometer acceptance, (p& cos2 0) N 1. There- 
fore, we can control the mixing of R and T by fitting the correlation function to a 
gaussian in Qk7: 1 + X e x p ( - Q ~ , R ~ , } .  Interesting physics could show up as an 
increased geometric size or a longer lifetime; R k 7  is sensitive to either or both signals. 

For this particular measurement - pion pairs near mid-rapidity in a symmetric 
collision - the collision CM frame is the same as the longitudinal comoving system 
fiame and we are not plagued by questions of which frame to This means that 
the one-dimensional fit parameter R k r  can provide us with much of the informa- 
tion contained in the more sophisticated multi-dimensional fits without requiring as 
many pion pairs. The more common one-dimensional fit parameter conjugate to 
Qinu 5 d m ,  is much more difficult to interpret. 
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APPARATUS 

Experiment 866 at the BNL AGS is a fixed target experiment with a two-arm 
1. Most of the data presented here are from the 1992 Au beam when 

only one spectrometer (the wide-angle Henry Higgins), configured as in E859, was used. 
The data discussed in this talk were taken with the spectrometer at the "2lon setting. 
Only negatively charged particles with momenta below 1.8 GeV/c which were identified 
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as pions by the time-of-flight detector were considered for this analysis. The acceptance 
for negative pions at this setting is shown in Figure 1. The data set consists of about 
90000 negatively charged pion pairs. 

We measure the violence of the collision using a zero-degree hadronic calorimeter 
(ZCAL) which measures the hadronic energy in roughly a forward cone Olab < 1.5'. The 
fragments from the spectator breakup should be mostly contained within the ZCAL, 
so the ZCAL energy is proportional to the number of projectile spectator nucleons. 
From the number of projectile spectators, we can easily find the number of projectile 
participants (ATpp). We expect the violence of the collision, as measured by Nm, to be 
correlated with the impact parameter of the collision: the more central the event, the 
larger the Npp. 

RESULTS 

For central events, the length scale (e.g. radius) of the initial collision region 
should be proportional to N Z  since the volume is proportional to Npp. Previous 
measurements of HBT radii have always yielded results which scaled roughly linearly 
with NZ. Furthermore, the slopes have always been gentle in the sense that straight 
line fits through the data, R = a + b N 2 ,  have yielded intercept values, a, greater than 
or equal to zero[7* '1. 

Figure 2 shows the centrality dependence of the gaussian R k 7  fit ,parameter from 
pion pairs near midrapidity for Au-Au collisions from E866. The measured results cover 
a span of about 30% of the full spectator energy range available from the collision or 
the most central 15% of the cross-section. It should be noted that we are operating 
the ZCAL in an energy range where it is known to behave linearly and that the bin 
width is large compared to the resolution (3-50.). Figure 2b shows the dependence of 
R k r  on the calculated quantity NZ. The dashed line R k 7  = 1.2fm N Z / &  is the 
expected value for R k 7  based on the transverse size of the original interaction region 
using hard-sphere geometry and assuming that R k 7  = RL = RT = r. The factor of 
6 = & - comes from converting a hard sphere d u e  to the gaussian form used 
in the fit, given the same rms. In the data, the growth of R k 7  with centrality is steeper 
than expected, rising 40% in R while N Z  rises only by 7%. Furthermore, the measured 
source size for the most central collisions is larger than the original interaction region 
(assuming RL,T 5 R as indicated in Re&. [7, 81). Given the presence of dynamical 
correlations, the true source size might be even larger. 

One possible mundane explanation for this effect is that we are seeing a pion 
freezeout radius and that the number of pions per participant is larger for central 
collisions due to secondary interactions. Preliminary measurements of the centrality 
dependence of the pion yield['] are not yet conclusive, but the dependence does not 
appear to be strong enough to cause such a steep change in the radius. Further studies 
are underway['']. It is still possible that some smaller secondary effect coupled with a 
statistically unlikely fluctuation has caused this steep rise in the data. 

. 

SYSTEMATIC CONSIDERATIONS 

As we pointed out above, it is difficult to understand how dynamical correlations 
alone could cause a rapid apparent growth of R k r ,  but we must be carehl. If the mT 
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Figure 1. The acceptance for negative pions in the E866 apparatus for the 
data set dkrcuased in this talk. 

Figure 2. The centrality dependence of R k r  (a) vs. ZCAL Energy, (b) VI. NZ. The solid points 
are from the 2a' data set described in the text. The open stars are from a related data ret with a 
mixture of 2lr+ and 21' data taken at 24O. The horisontal error bars show the bin ais-, the vertical 
error bars show the error on the fit parameters, and the dashed line shows the simple geometric 
expectation baaed on the tranaverse sire of the original participant sone. 
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Figure 3. The pr ratio for paira between the mort central and leaat 
central bin of the 2x- data rsmple. The solid line is a rtraight line fit, 
showing a statistically negligible slope. The normaliration, which is related 
to the relative sample she in the leaat and mort central bin, is arbitrary. 

distribution of the pion pairs softened with centrality, this would cause an apparent 
increase in the source size parameter with centrality since lower mT pairs tend to have 
a longer coherence length in the presence of dynamical correlations. Figure 3, however, 
shows that the p~ (= I(% +&)TI) distribution (and therefore the mT distribution) 
for accepted pairs is identical within errors between the most and least central bine 
discussed. Any small difference in the mT distribution dowed by the data would have 
a completely negligible effect on Figure 2. 

We ab0 performed another systematic test in order to validate the physics results. 
The test involved "rying the binning and the two-particle cuts applied to the data and 
checking that the results did not change significantly. No significant variations were seen 
with cut changes or binning changes for any of the centrality bins individually or for the 
whole data set taken together. Also the x2 d u e s  for all of the fits were reasonable. The 
success of this procedure gives us confidence in our hmdling of two-track efficiencies, 
in the lack of ghosts in our data, and in the stability of the fit procedure. 

The final systematic consideration is the vslidity of the point-source Gamow cor- 
rection which was applied to the data to correct for Coulomb effects before fitting. 
The point-source procedure has been compared to an iterative procedure which taken 
finite-size effects into account, leading to the conclusion that the point-source correc- 
tion works well enough, especially for pions and for small data samples such as the one 
considered here[ll]. 



SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

We have observed a possible unpredicted, sharp rise in the variable Rbr versus 
centrality (N') for the most central events at AGS energies. The apparent souxe size 
is larger (or longer-lived) than the initial Au-Au overlap region. Further experimental 
study is needed to improve the statistical significance of the result and to determine 
whether it can be explained by conventional hadronic means or whether more exotic 
explanations can be admitted. 

The E866 data set currently being analyzed contain millions of pion pairs which will 
d o w  us to examine multidimensional fits VB. both centrality and mTpoir. This data 
set also includes three global event chaxactehation measurements: forward energy, 
multiplicity, and forward-particle reaction plane. Furthermore these pion pairs will 
cover a broad range in Npp. This data set should d o w  US to understand the origin of 
the intriguing rise in R k 7  with centrality. 
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